A power exchange unit (PXU) is coupled to an existing manual transmission of a vehicle via a PTO port. An electric motor generator coupled to the PXU. A battery is electrically coupled to the motor generator for supplying power to propel the vehicle. A control unit is coupled to the motor generator and the battery and configured to switch operation of the vehicle between first and second modes, wherein in the first mode an internal combustion engine of the vehicle propels the vehicle, and in the second mode the motor generator propels the vehicle in a motoring mode.
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This application claims the benefit of the priority to U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/037,851, filed March 19, 2008. This application is a continuation-in-part application of the following applications: Application No. 11/374,709, filed March 14, 2006; Application No. 11/558,786, filed November 10, 2006; and Application No. 12/060,368, filed April 1, 2008. All of these applications are hereby incorporated by reference herein.

TECHNICAL FIELD

This application relates to an electric propulsion system, i.e., traction system, on a vehicle, including the retrofit installation of such a system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

FIGS. 1A and 1B are graphs of driving test results of a vehicle having an embodiment of an electric traction system installed thereon;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of system components of a vehicle;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of system components of disclosed embodiments of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of system components of disclosed embodiments;

FIGS. 5A – 5D are diagrams of a bracket of disclosed embodiments;

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of system components of disclosed embodiments;

FIG. 7 is a flow diagram of method steps used in disclosed embodiments;

FIG. 8 is a state diagram of stated used in disclosed embodiments; and

FIG. 9 is a flow diagram of method steps of retrofitting a vehicle, according to embodiments of the invention.

Like reference symbols in the various drawings indicate like elements.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In the following detailed description of the preferred embodiments, reference is made to the accompanying drawings illustrating embodiments in which the invention may be practiced. It should be understood that other embodiments may be utilized and changes may be made without departing from the scope of the present invention. The drawings and detailed description are not intended to limit the invention to the particular form disclosed. On the contrary, the intention is to cover all modifications, equivalents and alternatives falling within the spirit and scope of the present invention as defined by the appended claims. Headings herein are not intended to limit the subject matter in any way.

The present invention, in one aspect, employs an access port of a vehicle’s transmission (also referred to as a power take-off port (“PTO port”)) in a more robust arrangement, which enables, among other things, a transition methodology applicable to the current class 8 heavy duty vehicle (HDV) fleet of over 3,000,000 U.S. trucks, with a view to federally mandated emission regulations. That is, in one aspect, a retrofit system of the present invention is applicable to HDV’s and has a 10 to 15 year life cycle that reduces emissions and fuel consumption within real world constraints. This is achieved by methods and technology that are adapted not only to the diverse and aging hardware of the existing fleet, but also adapted to the economically fragile ownership structure of those trucks.

In one embodiment of the present invention, a retrofit arrangement is provided for a conventional HDV that enables operation in a single driving session in both i) an internal combustion engine (ICE) mode, in which the ICE provides power out of a conventional PTO port to an added-on electric traction motor-generator (ETMG) via a controller, and thereby mechanically powers the ETMG as a generator to produce and store an electrical charge in a large battery, and ii) an electric traction motor mode (or simply “ET mode”), in which the ICE is shut off and the stored charge from the battery is delivered back (through the controller and the same ETMG), thereby electrically powering the ETMG as a motor to provide mechanical power into the same PTO port for independently propelling the vehicle. In another aspect, the controller is configured to automatically switch the HDV between ICE and ET modes responsive to driving and battery conditions. For example, in an embodiment of the invention, the
controller automatically starts the HDV in ET mode and automatically switches it to ICE mode responsive to the speed of the vehicle reaching a certain upper limit, where the upper limit may be in the range of 15 to 30 MPH, for example, depending upon the load on the vehicle. Correspondingly, the controller automatically switches the HDV to ET mode, again responsive to the speed of the HDV falling below the limit. This automatic switching may occur numerous times during a single driving session.

Herein the term “traction” may be used interchangeably with the term “propulsion.”

A “driving session,” as the term is used herein, refers to a trip from a departure point to an arrival point, and may include the return trip. For a day truck in the Los Angeles port region, for example, this may include a day’s driving, such as, for example, starting up of the vehicle at a carrier’s yard, driving on city streets to a port, waiting at the port to load (which may involve a long interval of creeping slowly in line), departing from the port, driving on city streets to a delivery point, and returning to the yard. (Of course, it could alternatively include driving first from the yard on city streets to a pick up point and then driving to port, waiting at the port to unload, departing from the port, driving on city streets to a delivery point, and returning to the yard.) It may include no trips to the port or more than one trip to the port in a day. It may include more than one pick up point and more than one delivery point in a single day.

Referring now to FIGS. 1A and 1B, test data for embodiments of the invention is shown. The test data was generated by an ET system-equipped HDV that was driven according to a drive cycle representative of a drive cycle of a day truck (e.g., in the Los Angeles area. FIG. 1A shows test data for a “cab only” test. FIG. 1B shows data for a truck with 50,000 pound gross vehicle weight.

Embodiments of the invention utilize a power exchange unit (PXU) in lieu of a conventional PTO. This PXU contributes to enabling the retrofitting of an ETMG to conventional transmissions on the diverse fleet for the herein described wide-ranging purposes in an arrangement addressing the economically challenged ownership described herein. Design of the PXU is based partly due to discoveries regarding speed and torque needs and limits that are encountered in the drive cycles of existing HD trucks. In addition to contributing to design of
the PXU, research into drive cycles of HD day-trucks has also helped enable
selection of the retrofit ETMG and battery for the present invention and has
helped in the development of specific algorithms and constraints for control
logic of the retrofit electric traction system and method. The algorithms govern
when to electrically power the truck via ETMG, when to mechanically power the
ETMG to recharge the battery and at what charging rates, when to automatically
switch between ET and ICE modes, and how to do so.

In accordance with the street operation drive cycle requirements of an
HDV, in one embodiment of the invention, the transmission is a heavy duty
manual transmission and the truck is propelled by the ETMG in ET mode over
substantial distances and a range of street driving speeds, in accordance with
conventional street operation drive cycles, such that the driver by necessity shifts
the manual transmission to achieve street speeds during the ET mode driving
session. This is achieved even though the ETMG may, in one embodiment, be
connected to the transmission input via the PXU without the benefit of a clutch,
which is unlike the conventional ICE-driven arrangement in which the ICE may
be momentarily disengaged from the transmission via the vehicle’s conventional
ICE/transmission clutch in order to shift gears. In addition, in one aspect of an
embodiment of the present invention, problems have been discovered and
addressed regarding structures and methods concerning how to shift gears of the
heavy duty manual transmission in the ET mode, i.e., without use of the clutch
that is ordinarily used for momentarily disengaging the source of HDV
propulsion.

As previously mentioned, retrofit systems are known for addressing very
specific problems, but not for addressing a wide range of street driving issues. In
contrast to the above described arrangement of the present invention, hybrid
electric vehicles (HEV’s) for today’s street driving conditions tend to be
originally manufactured for HEV operation, e.g., transmissions specially-
designed in original equipment manufacturing (OEM) for power sharing and
automatic shifting. Typically, these special automatic transmissions integrally
include all necessary gears for both an electric motor and the ICE, and may even
include the electric motor itself, i.e., mounted inside the transmission case. OEM
HEV’s also typically run an electric motor and ICE concurrently a significant
part of the time.
As previously mentioned, technology is still further applied not only to address the nature of aging hardware, but also the aforementioned fragile ownership structure, according to an embodiment of the present invention. By contrast, HDV emissions problems have existed for years, with major truck manufacturers continuing to sell ICE-based trucks that reduce emissions to more nearly acceptable levels. This prior solution has not substantially reduced fossil fuel consumption and has resulted in more expensive class 8 HDV’s. However, the existing class 8 HDV ownership structure includes approximately 700,000 to 900,000 independent owner/operators. This ownership tier of the trucking industry has survived and grown mainly due to pre-owned HDVs, which are available as a result of the long life of class 8 HDV’s. Most independent truckers simply cannot afford to purchase a new emission-compliant HDV, which may cost upwards of $125,000. One estimate for a new, cleaner diesel HDV is $126,000. One estimate for a liquid natural gas driven HDV is $184,000. It should be noted that about one quarter of the existing fleet of more than 3 million class 8 HDV’s are model year 1993 or older vehicles. It would cost upwards of $500 billion to replace the current fleet. Thus, these owner/operators could be put out of business if new emission-compliant HDV’s are required over the short term without expensive government subsidies. To address this issue, a retrofit ET system is provided according to an embodiment of the invention.

Referring now to FIG. 2, an original equipment manufactured HDV 202 is shown. Vehicle 202 includes a transmission 204 coupled to an ICE 208 by a clutch 206. Gear shift lever 210 is connected (not shown) to the gear box (not shown) of transmission 204. Clutch pedal 212 is operated by a driver to engage and disengage clutch 206. Steering wheel 214, which is for steering vehicle 202, is also shown. The vehicle 202 electrical system 218 is powered by a 12 volt battery 216, which is recharged by an alternator (not shown) powered by ICE 208. Auxiliary systems 220 are also powered by ICE 208.

Referring now to FIG. 3, a block diagram is shown of the HDV of FIG. 2 retrofit fitted with an ET system, according to an embodiment of the present invention. Transmission 204, clutch 206, ICE 208, gear shift 210, clutch pedal 212, steering wheel 214, battery 216 and electrical system 218 are as shown in FIG. 2. Power exchange unit (“PXU”) 304 is coupled to a transfer gear (not
shown in FIG. 3) of transmission 204 via PTO port 302 (also referred to herein as “transmission access port”). ETMG 306 is mechanically coupled to PXU 304 via the shaft of ETMG 306. The electrical connections of ETMG 306 are connected to rectifier/inverter 308, which converts the electrical output of ETMG 306 to charge battery pack 310 when ETMG 306 is driven by PXU 304 to operate as a generator. When ETMG 306 operates as a motor, rectifier/inverter 308 converts the stored electrical energy of battery pack 310 to drive ETMG 306, which mechanically drives PXU 304 to propel vehicle 202 via the transfer gear of transmission 204. Battery pack 310 may be an Altair Nanotechnology 15 KWh 300-400 VDC, in an embodiment of the invention.

ETMG same speed whether in motor mode or generator mode

According to an embodiment of the present invention, the ET system includes an ETMG coupled to the transmission via a fixed gear ratio PXU (which may be shop-changeable) with no clutch interposed between the ETMG and a gear or gears of the PXU, wherein the ETMG generates and motors over essentially the same speed range. For example, in one embodiment of the invention the ET system includes a UQM model SR218/DD45-400LWB permanent magnet motor-generator and driver-inverter. The UQM motor-generator operates in a range of approximately 0-4000 rpm for both mechanical/electrical and electrical/mechanical power conversion. In another embodiment, an induction motor-generator is provided.

Motor speed-torque curve

An embodiment of the present invention involves equipping an ICE-propelled class 8 HDV with a battery, control system, PXU, and ETMG, and injecting, via the electric motor, adequate power through the PTO port at an adequate PXU gear ratio to approximate performance characteristics of the ICE, i.e., driving feel, where the electric motor provides the sole propulsion over a range of speeds suitable for a substantial portion of street driving, where the upper limit of the electric driven speeds depends on the loaded weight of the HDV. In an embodiment of the invention described herein, the speeds for electric-only propulsion include up to about 30 MPH for cab only and up to about 15 or 20 MPH for a fully loaded vehicle. (Speed and electric driving
range may be extended by use of a larger electric motor and battery.) The arrangement is configured such that the battery has adequate storage capacity and can withstand adequate recharge rates such that in the generating mode the ETMG can recharge the battery sufficiently during driving sessions to sustain ordinary driving cycle demands of a day truck.

All of the above combined with the number of deep recharge cycles that the battery can withstand cooperate to provide a system that is also capable of retrofitting an existing fleet of class 8 or smaller HDV’s in an economically cost effective manner. That is, in some reasonable economic scenarios the retrofit system actually pays for itself within a reasonable period based solely on reduced fuel costs, not even taking into account emissions reduction issues, which may also be assigned some economic value.

Experimentation for the present invention has revealed that it may be desirable for the ETMG of the ET system to have a relatively flat torque curve, such that high torque is available early and is relatively constant throughout the RPM range. This torque characteristic separates traction drive motor systems from other systems employed for fans, pumping and the like. The PXU output speed causes the transmission to operate at typical shaft speeds so that the operator does not have to change customary transmission gear box manual shifting patterns to utilize the ET system. This may constrain what might otherwise be a greater range of choices regarding selection of gear ratios for the PXU. In other words, the PXU output meets the transmission input in a balanced way that mimics the driving feel of the ICE when it inputs torque to the transmission, and it does so within transmission and ETMG and PXU speed and torque limitations, which may include manufacturer specified limitations.

PXU has a large gear ratio, which is shop-changeable, and is rated for both high speed and high torque

In embodiments of the invention, it is important to efficiently move power from the ICE through the transmission and into the batteries in ICE mode, and then from the batteries back into transmission in ET mode. As such, an interface to the transmission is provided that has appropriate, shop-changeable gear ratios along with adequate speed and torque handling capability.

Even with a relatively flat speed-torque curve, research for the present invention has shown that for the existing fleet of U.S. HDV’s, a mechanism may
be still needed to gear the ETMG torque up when operated in one direction for motoring (i.e., in ET mode), while gearing the ETMG speed up when operating in the other direction for generating (i.e., in ICE mode), according to an embodiment of the invention. Experimentation in the present invention has shown that off-the-shelf PTO’s can be found for gearing the ETMG torque up for motoring and gearing the speed up for generating, but off-the-shelf PTO’s have not been found to provide a sufficiently large gear ratio to accomplish the desired speed and torque ratios. Further, off-the-shelf PTO’s have not been found to provide a suitable combination of maximum torque and maximum speed rating. Such off-the-shelf PTO’s that are rated for higher RPM limits are not designed to handle the needed torque limits of the present invention, while those that are suitable for the required maximum torque input in ET mode tend to be geared too low to provide the needed output RPM in ICE mode. Experimentation and analysis for the present invention indicates that the speed ratio between the ETMG shaft and the shaft of the transfer gear on the input of the transmission, i.e., the gear accessible via the PTO port, is workable if in range of 2.0:1 to 2.5:1. In an embodiment of the present invention, the PXU has a fixed gear ratio within this range and has a maximum torque limit of at least 500 ft-lbs and a maximum speed limit of at least 5000 RPM to accommodate most of the existing fleet of US class 8 HDV’s. In another embodiment of the invention, the PXU has a maximum torque limit of at least 550 ft-lbs and a maximum speed limit of at least 4500 RPM for the same purpose. It should be noted that a limited number of transmissions in the U.S. fleet of class 8 HDV’s may require a torque of 735 ft-lbs and have a 4500 RPM capability.

The PXU has a port for coupling to the transmission access port and a port for coupling to the ETMG. In another embodiment of the invention, the PXU is capable of receiving the maximum torque at a speed of ½ the maximum speed in one port and delivering the maximum speed at a torque of ½ the maximum torque out the other port, as well as vice versa.

As an experiment, a belt system was built to adjust an off-the-shelf PTO to the needed gear ratio and the system was tested. Such an arrangement works well for the purpose of delivering mechanical power from the ETMG to the transmission and vice-versa, but it is heavy and operates at lower efficiency than a geared device which performs the same functions. The lower efficiency is
multiplied throughout every energy transfer in the system, hurting overall performance and efficiency.

Referring now to FIG. 4, details of a PXU 304 are shown in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention as it relates to ETM3G 306 and transmission 204, which is connected to the ICE. Mechanical energy transferred from through the power exchange unit 304 (PXU) from the HDV transmission 204 is converted to electrical energy for storage in the ET battery pack (310 in FIG. 3) for use in the same or later driving cycles. Energy from the battery pack 310 is returned from an electrical potential state to a mechanical kinetic state through the motor 306 shaft, which is connected to PXU 304. In the present embodiment, a relatively small motor of light weight, low volume, and low cost is selected which is capable of generating between 177 ft-lbs of torque over a range of 0-4500 RPM and with a relatively consistent output of torque over the RPM range.

Stored electrical power now transferred as mechanical rotational energy passes through PXU 304, which in this embodiment is designed to allow the interchange of gears such that a max torque of 177 ft-lbs is converted to a maximum of from 325 of torque while minimizing the maximum input RPM of 4500 RPM to a maximum of 2000 RPM in compliance with transmission manufacturer specifications. The interchangeable gear feature S-02-A allows transition to higher torques such as 550 or 735 ft-lbs of torque with only a slight variation of ETM3G max torque output specifications while still maintaining the maximum output of 2000 RPM.

Rotational energy from PXU 304 is transferred to the HDV transmission 204 through PXU 304 interface gears and into the transmission 204 spur gear according to the output limitations described above to propel the vehicle in a defined speed range with performance characteristics similar to that of conventional diesel engine operation.

During both the ET mode and the ICE mode during selected conditions, the ETM3G 306 applies a REGEN load to the PXU 304 thereby causing mechanical energy either from the ICE or from the momentum of the moving HDV to be conveyed from the HDV transmission 204 to be conveyed back through the PXU 304 and into the ETM3G 306 shaft. In this embodiment, power from the transmission at up to 325 ft-lbs and with a 2000 RPM maximum is
converted to power with a maximum torque of 177 ft-lbs and up to 4,500 RPM maximum. Such a torque rating and RPM range is suitable for power generation in the present embodiment, and based on known drive cycles is capable of fully charging the ET batteries in a period of 15 minutes of less.

Mounting bracket

A PTO may be simply bolted directly to a transmission PTO port. However, since the PXU in the present system encounters and is rated for higher torque than a conventional PTO, a conventional mounting arrangement may not be suitable. The PXU also generates torque going into the transmission in generator mode, and out of the transmission in motoring mode. Accordingly, in an embodiment of the present invention, the purpose-built PXU has integrated brackets that bolt to the transmission housing as shown in FIGS. 5A-5D in additional locations. This distributes forces over a greater area of the transmission housing. A separate drive train and u-bolt coupling allow for flex and vibration correction, as well as alignment correction.

Now referring to Figure 5A, a side view of PXU brace shows details as relating to this embodiment of the PXU and its relationship to the OEM transmission. FIG. 5A is for a typical ICE 208 to transmission 204 arrangement, where a clutch 206 is normally located between ICE 208 and transmission 208, and where a drive shaft 230 typically travels from the rear of transmission 204 to a rear differential 240.

In this embodiment, bolted to the lower portion of transmission 204 is PXU 304 attached to the heavy duty transmission access port 302. Because of the high torque application described herein, the present embodiment includes a “broken-U” shaped brace 502 (also referred to as a “bracket”). In this embodiment, each side of the brace 502 bolts to the transmission access port 302 and attached PXU 304 with slightly lengthened mounting bolts 504. Similarly the top end of said bracket 502 bolts to the transmission 204 with slightly lengthened oil reservoir bolts 506.

Such an arrangement allows the PXU brace 502 to carry a portion of the stress to the transmission 204 housing 520 that would normally be carried by the transmission oil reservoir 510, thus lowering stress on the transmission oil reservoir 510 and preventing stress fracture due to metal fatigue.
FIG. 5B shows a view from the rear of the PXU brace 502 as it would be oriented in typical installation. FIG. 5C shows a side view of the bracket 502 only.

FIG. 5D shows a cut away rear view of the PXU brace 502 as it relates to transmission 204, transmission oil reservoir 510, and PXU 304.

Controller

Returning now to FIG. 3, the electric traction related system of embodiments of the present invention (including, for example, a retrofit system that is added to an existing vehicle 202, in an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention, includes a programmable vehicle integration module (VIM) 314 coupled to a motor controller 316 (collectively referred to herein as the “controller” 312 or the “ET controller” or the “ET system controller” and is distinguished from an OEM ICE and auxiliary system controller.) The ET controller 312 is tied to the OEM ICE CANN bus system to retrieve information about status of the vehicle.

The motor controller 316 portion of the ET controller 312 has independent inverters and controllers for ETMG and each auxiliary system motor, e.g., prime mover ETMG 306, air compressor motor for power brake, hydraulic pump motor for power steering, and A/C compressor motor. The inverters receive power from the propulsion battery 310 at 300-400 VDC and output pulse width modulated, 3 phase, 230 VAC to the driven motors. Each inverter is capable of controlling motor speed. In addition, the controller has a 12V board component 319 (also referred to herein as “power supply”) that is used to supply the conventional 12V power system for vehicle 202, and to keep the conventional 12V batteries 216 charged. The integration module portion 314 of controller 312 controls all of the electric traction related system functions, operating each function only as needed and at the output needed at any given time.

The system has automatic switching capability, according to which controller 312 causes vehicle 202 to switch from ICE mode to ET mode according to predetermined logic, which is responsive to inputs, some of which may be read from the ICANN bus. In an embodiment of the invention, the inputs include battery state of charge ("SOC"), engine speed, accelerator pedal
position, loaded weight of vehicle, geographical position data, gear shift button state, mode select button or switch states, steering position sensor, ignition key states, clutch actuator limit switch states, air conditioning inputs, including compressor demand signal, and brake air pressure. Outputs include motor torque request, ICE accelerator position, clutch actuator enable and direction, key disable relay, start enable relay, power steering control, A/C control, cooling control, alarm control, user interface/gauge drivers, ICE off rpm indicator (for shift timing), and brake air pressure compressor control.

Clutch Actuator

The controller may engage and disengage the ICE clutch 206 using a 12 V worm drive feed. When the clutch is engaged, the user can still manually disengage it. Once actuation starts in one direction, it continues until the target limit switch is activated. Inputs: Traction mode from software, input limit switches at both ends of travel (2 digital sensors). Outputs: 12V relay to control direction, 12V relay for ON/OFF.

Accelerator Pedal

Operation: Disconnect accelerator pedal from OEM ICE ECU. HEV ECU measures pedal sensor position and transmits appropriate signal to ICE ECU and traction motor controller. Inputs to controller: Accelerator pedal sensor PWM signal. Outputs from controller: PWM signal to ICE ECU, CAN message to traction motor control.

Start Button

Operation: Relay placed in parallel with the START button. Relay can actuate START independently of operator command via START button. Allows turn on of ICE without pressing button. Inputs to controller: J1708 engine speed. Outputs: Relay to actuate start signal.

Ignition Key

Operation: Relay (NC) placed in series with ignition key. Relay can turn off vehicle independently of ignition key. Key input to HEV controller is sensed ahead of relay. Allows turn off of ICE while key is on. Ignition key OFF

Gear shift button

Operation: press button when shifting gears. Limits torque on electric motor. Allows user to control speed to shift gears when in ET mode. Disables regen, allowing ICE to shift gears as normal. Inputs to controller: button on shift lever. Outputs: CAN message to traction motor control, pedal position output to ICE ECU.

ET/ICE Mode Change Notifier/Alarm

Operation: Alarm is sounded before turning ICE ON or OFF. Inputs to controller: ET/ICE mode software. Outputs: Signal to alarm that sounds periodically (~2Hz)

It should be understood that the control circuits and controllers described herein may be one or more programmable devices having a memory and a processor, wherein the logical processes described are determined by program instructions stored in the memory, i.e., the processes are implemented by the processor reading the instructions from memory and executing them.

In switching from the ICE mode to the ET mode, the controller sends a signal causing an actuator to engage the truck’s conventional clutch (i.e., between the ICE and transmission) over a time interval of a few seconds. The time interval allows matching the transmission speed with the motor speed to avoid clashing gears. The controller then energizes or de-energizes a relay that shuts off the ICE. The automatic engagement and disengagement of the clutch is only necessary when the changeover between ET and ICE or ICE and ET is accomplished. Once in ET mode, the clutch is not used. In ICE mode, the clutch is used in a conventional fashion.

Driving in ET mode

The driver may control the ET MG via the accelerator pedal, since a position sensor has been added as part of the previously mentioned retrofit, wherein the position sensor is configured for sending a signal to the controller. The signal is in some way proportional to the position of the accelerator pedal.
In one embodiment, the signal magnitude is proportional to the position. In one embodiment, the signal contains digital information that indicates various positions. In another embodiment, the controller reads the existing pedal sensor which follows SAE J1843. Drive by wire to the ICE is also accomplished by outputting an SAE J1843 signal to the ICE electronic control module (ECM or ICE ECM).

If the driver releases the pedal beyond a certain point that is predetermined as a zero torque request output position, the controller causes the ETMG to begin generating responsive to the position of the pedal below the zero torque position. This is a form of regenerative braking, i.e., providing deceleration and power generation in some way proportional to the pedal position. In this way, the ET mode works much as the ICE would – either accelerating the vehicle or “jake braking” the vehicle according to driver input.

In connection with shifting gears the driver presses a button on the gear shifter. In ET mode this button causes a change in the way the controller responds to the accelerator pedal in controlling the ETMG, so that shifting in the ET mode feels more like shifting an ICE. More specifically, in response to the button the controller attenuates its response to the accelerator pedal position so that the driver can have more fine control over the ETMG speed via the pedal, whether the ETMG is propelling the vehicle as a motor or regenerating power as a generator. Thus, the ETMG will slow down more like an ICE slows down when the operator lets up some on the pedal. And the ETMG is also easier for the operator to rev up to an appropriate speed when down shifting. By taking these actions, the operator will put the ETMG into approximately the right rpm range for the next gear and can shift gears much like shifting the ICE. (HDV drivers do not tend to use the clutch for shifting gears for the ICE after starting up in first gear.)

Switching to ICE mode

The truck then proceeds under ET power until such time as the controller detects a predetermined condition designated for switching back to ICE mode. One such condition is where the controller-detected vehicle speed exceeds a predetermined speed that has been programmed into the controller’s memory.
This predetermined speed is approximately 15mph loaded and 30mph cab only in an embodiment of the invention, lower if the battery SOC is low. Testing in the present invention has determined that electric power is less fuel efficient than ICE power in many cases above this speed, at least according to the electric traction arrangement disclosed herein. Since the ET system is translating energy from one form to another, it may be more efficient to use the energy directly than to generate and store it for future use. The ET system relies on the efficiency of the battery and ETMG to compensate for the inefficiency of the diesel, especially at idle and low torques or low speeds.

In a hybrid vehicle, ultimately all the energy for ET mode comes from the ICE. Overall there are efficiency losses at every step, setting aside energy that may be acquired before initial operation from the electric grid. There are also inefficiencies in running the ICE (so-called idling losses, i.e., relatively fixed losses). Applicants have found through analysis and testing that at idle and low torques or low speeds, the inefficiencies in running the ET system are less than the idling losses for the ICE, so the ET mode provides a net savings in energy consumption by operating at idle and low torques or speeds.

Another condition for which the controller switches back to ICE mode is where the controller detects that the ET batteries have reached a preset low state of charge.

Another condition for which the controller switches back to ICE mode is where controller-detected ETMG current exceeds a predetermined limit that has been programmed into the controller’s memory, which is due to the driver demanding torque output (via the accelerator pedal) that cannot be continuously provided by the ETMG (which is motoring in ET mode, of course). (It should be understood that motor current may be measured in lieu of motor torque in the various control contexts described herein.)

Just before the controller causes the vehicle to switch to ICE power, the controller sends a signal energizing an audible device in the cab to notify the driver of the switch. In switching from the ET mode to the ICE mode, the controller first starts the ICE, which may rotate freely since it is disengaged from the transmission by the clutch, which is held in the disengaged position by the ET system clutch actuator. Next, a ‘drive by wire’ interface (J1843 in the present embodiment) takes control of the throttle and revs the ICE to an RPM
closely matching the RPM of the clutch flywheel that is fixed to the transmission input. More specifically, a pilot device of the present ET system is coupled to the vehicle's conventional throttle linkage (e.g., throttle cable, the accelerator pedal, etc.) and receives a control signal that is output by the controller. The controller receives a signal from a speed sensor over the vehicle communication bus (J1708 or J1939) that monitors the ICE rotation and is programmed with information that correlates the measured ICE RPM to the RPM of the transmission clutch flywheel. (Note that depending on where the ICE RPM is measured, the transmission clutch flywheel RPM and the ICE RPM may correspond 1:1.) The controller adjusts the throttle linkage output signal to adjust ETMG rotation to match the ICE rotation to that of the transmission input. The controller processes the input from the accelerator pedal and sends whatever values are appropriate to the ETMG controller and the ICE ECM.

Once this is done, the controller sends a signal to the clutch actuator to cause the actuator to slowly allow the clutch to engage. "Slowly" in this context refers to 0.5 to 10 seconds, in one embodiment of the invention. Next, the controller smoothly over 1s releases control of the throttle to the driver, and continues to detect driving conditions.

In the ICE mode, the system evaluates driving conditions and selects recharge rates for the ETMG responsive to predetermined conditions where the ICE is able to operate efficiently or where additional load will cause the ICE to operate more efficiently. Under these conditions, depending on battery state of charge, the controller may increase regen torque command to the ETMG, causing the ETMG to load the PXU for the purpose of increasing electrical current generation, i.e., increase battery charge rate.

Selecting the generation/charge rate responsive to state of the ET battery charge includes, in one embodiment, selecting a higher charge rate responsive to a lower battery charge state. For example, the charge rate selected may be proportional to the battery discharge state. Selecting the generation/charge rate responsive to whether additional load will cause the ICE to operate more efficiently includes, in one embodiment, selecting a higher charge rate responsive to a lower ICE torque, since diesel ICE’s tend to be more efficient at higher torque.
ICE percent engine load is transmitted along the vehicle bus (SAE J1708 or J1939). In an embodiment of the invention, regen current is a function of battery SOC. In one embodiment, different torques are commanded in different SOC bands. Regen current may be a function of engine load percent (as described above). Regen current may be a function of engine RPM. The engine is more marginally efficient and has higher available torques in the upper middle of its RPM range. Marginally efficient means the additional output power compared to the additional input fuel.

The controller also uses vehicle speed as one determinant of rate of generation and as a consideration for how much to charge the batteries. In instances where the truck is moving at a higher speed, the controller may choose not to use ICE power to charge the batteries completely. Instead, in anticipation of vehicle deceleration the controller may choose to leave some “room” in the batteries, i.e., to charge the battery to some state below fully charged, thus taking advantage of the likelihood of capturing power for battery storage via regenerative braking when the vehicle must be slowed. In one embodiment of the invention, the controller selects the level of charge below fully charged as a function of the speed of the vehicle above a predetermined speed. In one embodiment, the function is a proportional function.

In one embodiment of the invention, the controller receives a location signal from the GPS system of the supervisory subsystem and selects rate of battery charge responsive to comparing the detected vehicle location to a predetermined location or locations that have been programmed into a memory of the controller. This is because in some geographic regions there are known locations for staging areas in which ICE idling is not permitted or is severely limited (for example, the Port of Los Angeles), so that ET mode of operation is demanded in those areas for longer intervals. More specifically, in one embodiment, the controller i) determines the distance from its current location to such a predetermined, ET-demanding staging area; ii) computes a heading based on a succession of location signals from the GPS, or else simply receives a heading that the GPS has computed; iii) computes travel time to a predetermined, ET-demanding staging area based on current heading; iv) determines a required rate of charge that is needed to fully charge the battery.
during the computed travel time for the given battery charge state; and v) begins charging the battery at the required charge rate determined in iv).

The ET system is capable of having multiple modes of operation, including modes for “Cab only” situations and “loaded” situations. During periods of operation with no trailer (“cab only”), or with an unloaded trailer, the ET system can perform efficiently during acceleration up to higher speeds than during times when a heavy load is pulled. Because research has determined that 40% of common day truck drive cycle time is under conditions of low or no load, it is desirable to utilize the ET mode in a range of higher operating speeds.

In various embodiments of the invention, the controller selects speeds for switching between ICE and ET modes of operation responsive to a manual input signal or else automatically, such by monitoring a strain gauge connected to the trailer receiver (5th wheel). The system can also be configured to have more sophisticated modes of operation where switching points may be adjusted to maximize efficiency for any specific load. In one embodiment, this is done using data analysis, where the truck measures time from speed X to speed Y in a specific gear and at the measured power output. Using a formula, the control calculates the load of the vehicle and adjust ET/ICE switching set points accordingly, e.g., speeds, torques, SOC, etc.

Other modes of operation may also be facilitated through the controller. Special modes of operation such as a “port mode” may be activated either manually or automatically responsive to the controller monitoring GPS provided location information. In special modes, more limited performance characteristics may be enforced or starting of the ICE may be overridden except in certain extreme situations such as, very low levels of battery charge. The ET system may be disabled in case of failure.

Referring now to FIG. 6, the conventional vehicle has an accelerator pedal 602 by which a driver conventionally regulates ICE speed via a signal 604 generated by conventional ICE controller 604 responsive to an electrical signal from a sensor 606 connected to pedal 602 for sensing pedal position (or via some mechanical linkage to the ICE, which is not shown). According to an embodiment of the present invention, the original accelerator pedal sensor 606 is connected to controller 312, either in addition to conventional ICE controller 604 or in lieu thereof. If original sensor 606 is connected to controller 312 in lieu of
the conventional ICE controller 604, then controller 312 sends the signal from pedal sensor 606 to conventional controller 604, at least selectively. Alternatively, another sensor (not shown) is added to accelerator pedal 602, in which case the new sensor communicates with controller 312 of the present invention.

Controller 312 receives the conventional ICE speed-torque regulation signal 604_S from controller 604 and preempts it with its own signal 312_S ICE to the ICE, which controller 312 generates at least partly in response to conventional signal 604_S, at least at some times. Controller 312 also generates a similar signal 312_S ET, which is communicated to a drive that controls the ETMG in order to regulate the speed and torque the ETMG delivers in a motoring mode and to regulate the electrical generation it delivers in a generating mode. (Note that herein reference may be made to communicating the 312_S ET signal to the ETMG. This is to simplify the explanation of overall operation. It should be understood that the signal is actually communicated to the ETMG’s drive.)

Controller 312 has control configurations, referred to herein as “pedal response modes,” that controller 312 automatically selects and switches among responsive to operating conditions, as described elsewhere herein. At any given time, controller 312 generates signals 312_S ET and 312_S ICE at least partly responsive to the pedal response mode that is in effect at that time.

According to an embodiment of the present invention, controller 312 interprets the position of accelerator pedal 602 such that from 0% to about 33% depressed, the pedal position in this range is deemed by controller 312 to be within a REGEN range. In the next 7.5%, i.e., from about slightly above 33% to about 40.5% depressed, the pedal position in this range is deemed by controller 312 to be within a DEADBAND range. From about 40.5% to 100% depressed, the pedal position in this range is deemed by controller 312 to be within an ACCEL range.

Controller 312 also receives a signal from a push button 620 that has been added to gear shift lever 622 of the vehicle’s ICE manual transmission gear box, according to an embodiment of the present invention. The driver may signal to controller 312 when he/she is about to shift gears using button 622. Controller 312 responds to the signal from button 622 by changing its pedal
response mode, as will be described elsewhere herein, in order to cause the
shifting performance of the vehicle to behave in a more nearly conventional
manner, despite the addition of the ETMG and controls their corresponding
effects on the vehicle. That is the ETMG, may be generating when the vehicle is
operating in ICE mode or may be the sole source of vehicle propulsion (as a
motor) when the vehicle is operating in ET mode. But regardless of what
operating mode the vehicle is in, controller 312 takes actions responsive to the
driver's signal from button 622 to cause the shifting performance of the vehicle
to behave in a more nearly conventional ICE manner, which in a preferred
embodiment is a heavy duty, e.g., class 7 or 8, diesel truck.

Referring now to FIG. 7, an algorithm 700 is shown for control of
electric traction and ICE operation of the vehicle, according to an embodiment of
the invention. Beginning at 702, algorithm 700 is initiated. This may include a
driver or administrator initializing controller 312 (FIG. 6) to reflect operating
conditions for a given driving session. For example, the vehicle may be
operating with a fully loaded trailer, e.g., 80,000 gross vehicle weight in pounds,
in one driving session. In another driving session, the vehicle may be operating
with only the cab, i.e., no trailer connected. In other driving sessions, the
vehicle may be operating with a trailer, but not fully loaded. Initialization at 702
may include communicating an operating condition such as this to controller
312, such as by making a selection on a menu that controller 312 displays or
otherwise presents to the driver or administrator.

Next, the driver manually turns on the ignition key at 704. Responsive to
this, controller 312 (FIG. 6) reads actual battery state of charge and compares it
to a predetermined state of charge at 706. Controller 312 also reads the vehicle
speed and the torque being delivered to the drive train by the ICE.

If controller 312 determines at 706 that the speed, torque and battery state
of charge are within limits, then at 710 controller 312 initiates a signal, which
may cause an device in the ICE cab to make a distinctive sound, for example, to
alert the driver that the vehicle is about to enter electric traction mode, and also
selects the ET pedal mode state, such that controller 312 then begins responding
to the accelerator pedal position communicated to controller 312 by sensor ZZZ
according to a control configuration described elsewhere herein for ET pedal
mode state.
Next, controller 312 waits a predetermined time interval, e.g., one second, at 712, disables the ignition signal to the ICE at 716, and signals the ICE clutch actuator at 718 to disengage the ICE clutch. Then, at 720, controller 312 waits a predetermined time interval, e.g., 2.2 seconds, and then at 722 reads the clutch position to see whether it is now disengaged. If not, controller 312 branches to an exception state at 724. (In one embodiment of the invention, controller 312 branches to 734 for ICE operation for exception state 724.) If yes, then controller 312 energizes ETMG in electric traction motoring mode at 726. That is, in this state the vehicle is being propelled by ETMG power supplied from the vehicle propulsion, i.e., “traction,” battery.

At 728, controller 312 checks the state of a manual override switch to determine if the driver is manually directing controller 312 to switch to ICE mode. If yes, controller 312 branches to 734 for ICE operation. It should be understood that although the manual override is shown here at 728, in an embodiment of the invention this checking and branching at 728 could occur at any time during ET mode of operation. In another embodiment of the invention the manual override feature of block 728 is not accessible to the operator, or else is not included at all. In one embodiment, this feature can only be enabled in certain geographic zones such as in a port, and is enabled responsive to a GPS signal input to controller 312.

Next, at 730, controller 312 reads the speed of the vehicle, torque being delivered to the vehicle by the ETMG (operating as a motor) and battery state of charge. If they are within predetermined limits the controller 312 continues motoring the ETMG at 726, checking for manual override at 728, and checking speed, torque and state of charge at 730. (During ET operation, controller 312 and its controlled devices respond to signals arising from gear shifting of the manual transmission, including signals arising from actions the driver takes leading up to the shifting of the gears, as described elsewhere herein.)

In one embodiment of the invention, the predetermined limits include vehicle speed below 18 MPH, torque below 150 ft. lbs., and state of charge above 40% charged for fully loaded vehicle; and vehicle speed below 40 MPH, torque below 150 ft. lbs., and state of charge above 30% charged, for cab only.

In one embodiment of the invention, the predetermined limits include
GPS or driver input indication that vehicle is headed to zone where no ICE operation will be allowed, need high state of charge.

Once the speed, torque or state of charge indicates ICE mode is demanded at 730 (or manual override indicates ICE mode at 728) controller 312 branches to ICE operation, beginning at 734, which includes initiating a signal, which may cause a device in the ICE cab to make a distinctive sound, for example, to alert the driver that the vehicle is about to enter ICE mode. After waiting a predetermined time interval, e.g., 1 second, at 736, controller 312 then enables the ICE ignition and energizes the ICE starter at 738. Then controller 312 reads the actual ICE rotational speed (RPM) at 742 and compares it to a predetermined speed within a predetermined time interval, such that the controller determines at 742 whether the ICE actual speed indicates the ICE is successfully starting, i.e., actual ICE speed exceeds the predetermined speed, e.g., 500 RPM, within the predetermined time, e.g., one second. If not, controller 312 branches to exception state 744. If yes, controller 312 then de-energizes the ICE starter at 48 and then waits a predetermined time interval, e.g., 0.5 second, at 750.

According to an embodiment of the present invention, controller 312 next at 752 selects a SYNCHRO pedal mode state, in which controller 312 temporarily overrides the conventional control signal to the ICE that arises responsive to the conventional accelerator pedal sensor (or overrides linkage from the accelerator pedal to the ICE) and preemptively revs the ICE to a predetermined speed (RPM), e.g., 1200 RPM, to help synchronize the ICE speed with the transmission’s input speed.

Next, at 756, controller 312 reads actual ICE rotational speed (RPM) and reads or calculates actual transmission input speed, compares them over a predetermined time interval, such that the controller determines at 756 whether the actual ICE speed has exceeded the transmission speed for at least the predetermined time interval, e.g., 0.2 seconds. If not, then controller 312 branches to an exception at 758. If yes, then controller 312 branches to signal the ICE clutch actuator to engage the clutch at 760. Next, controller 312 waits a predetermined time interval, e.g., 0.5 seconds, at 762, and then, at 764, temporarily begins responding to the accelerator pedal position according to a control configuration described elsewhere herein for a BLEND pedal mode state.
Controller 312 also reads the actual clutch position at 768 and determines whether the ICE clutch is engaged yet. If no, then after some predetermined time, controller 312 branches to an exception state at 770. If yes, then in this state the vehicle is being propelled by the ICE. Further, upon determining at 768 that the clutch is now engaged, controller 312 selects and switches to one of the REGEN or BOOST pedal modes described elsewhere herein. (During ICE operation, controller 312 and its controlled devices respond to signals arising from gear shifting of the manual transmission, including signals arising from actions the driver takes leading up to the shifting of the gears, as described elsewhere herein.)

Next, at 776, controller 312 reads the speed of the vehicle, torque being delivered to the vehicle by the ICE and battery state of charge. If they are outside of predetermined limits that indicate ET mode is desirable or possible (i.e., answer to question in block 776 = no), controller 312 continues operating the ICE at 772 and repeats checking speed, torque and state of charge at 776.

If they are within predetermined limits that indicate ET mode is desirable and possible, (i.e., answer to question in block 776 = yes), then controller 312 branches to block 710 to begin switching to ET mode. In an embodiment of the invention, the predetermined limits are as previously mentioned in connection with decision block 730.

It should be understood that although a manual override is not shown here for manually causing a switch from ICE mode to ET mode, controller 312 includes this logic feature in a fashion like that of logic block 728 and monitors continuously or frequently for a manual override signal from the driver in an embodiment of the invention, so that controller 312 will respond to manual override at any time it may occur during ICE mode of operation. In another embodiment of the invention the manual override feature is not accessible to the operator, or else is not included at all. In one embodiment, this feature can only be enabled in certain geographic zones such as in a port, and is enabled responsive to a GPS signal input to controller 312.

From the foregoing it should be understood that in an embodiment of the invention the vehicle only operates briefly with both the ICE and the ET vehicle concurrently propelling the vehicle, i.e., this occurs when transitioning from ICE
to ET mode and vice versa, and otherwise only occurs if the propulsion battery is overcharged.

As mentioned previously, at any given time, controller 312 generates signals 312_S_ET and 312_S_ICE at least partly responsive to a pedal response mode that is in effect at that time. As also previously mentioned, controller 312 may interpret the position of accelerator pedal 602 such that a first range of less pedal displacement is deemed by controller 312 to be a REGEN range. In an upper range of greater pedal displacement, the pedal position is deemed by controller 312 to be within an ACCEL range. In an intermediate range between the REGEN and ACCEL ranges of displacement, the pedal position is deemed by controller 312 to be within a DEADBAND range. Following is a table that explains the above mentioned pedal response modes in some detail and relates them to system modes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYSTEM MODE</th>
<th>PEDAL RESPONSE MODE</th>
<th>WHEN</th>
<th>COMMAND TO ICE</th>
<th>COMMAND TO ETMG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ET</td>
<td>ET</td>
<td>In ET mode or transitioning between modes</td>
<td>Accel torque proportional to basic pedal position signal within ACCEL range / 10 only when transitioning. Else not used.</td>
<td>Accel or regen torques both proportional to basic pedal position signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>REGEN quickly</td>
<td>Battery SOC is very low</td>
<td>Accel torque proportional to basic pedal position signal within ACCEL range</td>
<td>Full regen torque *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>Regen Type</td>
<td>Battery SOC</td>
<td>Torque Proportional to Pedal Position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>REGEN efficiently</td>
<td>moderately low</td>
<td>Basic pedal position signal within ACCEL range</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>REGEN only off pedal</td>
<td>nearly charged</td>
<td>Basic pedal position signal within ACCEL range; full regen torque when pedal in ACCEL range</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>BOOST</td>
<td>overcharged</td>
<td>Basic pedal position signal within ACCEL range; full regen torque when pedal in ACCEL range</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYNCHRO</td>
<td>SYNCHRO</td>
<td>initial turn on interval</td>
<td>Basic pedal position signal within ACCEL range; full regen torque when pedal in ACCEL range</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Result</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYNCHRO</td>
<td>SYNCHRO</td>
<td>BLEND</td>
<td>Blends predetermined demand component of 500 RPM signal to ICE (see SYNCHRO pedal mode) with a component generated relative to pedal position.</td>
<td>Accel or regen torques both proportional to basic pedal position signal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEAR SHIFT SYNCHRO</td>
<td>GEAR SHIFT SYNCHRO</td>
<td>After SYNCHRO pedal mode above</td>
<td>Regen torque proportional to basic pedal position signal divided by 16 when pedal in REGEN range; Accel torque proportional to basic pedal position signal divided by 4 when in ACCEL range.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEAR SHIFT ICE</td>
<td>GEAR SHIFT ICE</td>
<td>Gear shifting during ICE initial turn on interval</td>
<td>Rev up ICE to a predetermined speed (RPM), independent of pedal position.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEAR SHIFT ICE</td>
<td>GEAR SHIFT ICE</td>
<td>In ET mode (or transitioning to ET mode) and shifting gears</td>
<td>Accel torque proportional to basic pedal position signal within ACCEL range / 10</td>
<td>Regen torque proportional to basic pedal position signal divided by 16 when pedal in REGEN range; No acceleration torque when pedal in ACCEL range.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GEAR SHIFT ET</th>
<th>GEAR SHIFT ET</th>
<th>In ICE mode and shifting gears</th>
<th>Accel torque proportional to basic pedal position signal within ACCEL range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regen torque proportional to basic pedal position signal divided by 16 when pedal in REGEN range; Accel torque proportional to basic pedal position signal divided by 4 when in ACCEL range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* (except on initial movement)

MODE TABLE

Referring now to FIG. 8, a state diagram 800 is shown for the system modes of controller 312 and its related sensors and controlled devices, according to an embodiment of the present invention, and relates the system modes to the pedal response modes. (Herein, "modes" are also referred to herein as "control states" or simply "states.") The state of the system begins at initial mode 802, upon startup of the vehicle. Depending on whether the battery has an adequate charge state, as described in FIG. 6 herein above, the next state upon startup is either ET mode 806 or else SYNCHRO mode 810. Preferably, the controller 312 switches the vehicle to ET operating mode 806 (via controller 312 coupled devices), in which the controller energizes the ETMG to operate as a motor, in a manner such as described in FIG. 7. (ET operating mode state 806, as shown in FIG. 8, corresponds to pedal response mode ET described in the Mode Table.)

With reference to the ET mode in the Mode Table, it may be seen that when initially transitioning to this mode 806 in the described embodiment of the invention, controller 312 communicates a value for the 312_S_ICE signal to the ICE that is proportional to the basic pedal position signal within the ACCEL range / 10, whereas the value of 312_S_ET communicated to the ETMG is proportional to the basic pedal position signal. (Note, however, with reference to FIG. 7, block 716, that the ICE ignition is disabled by controller 312 early in the ET mode of operation 806. The Table also refers to this feature in terms of the...
“transition” to ET mode. Signal 312_S_ICE to the ICE will, of course, have no effect once the ICE ignition is disabled.)

The reason for generating signal 312_S_ET proportional to the basic pedal position in ET mode is, of course, to provide a way for the driver to control acceleration and deceleration via the ETMG as motor (acceleration) and as generator (regenerative braking). The reason for generating the 312_S_ICE signal proportional to the basic pedal position signal within the ACCEL range / 10 is in order to provide more seamless switching between modes. That is, in order to provide more seamless switching between modes. That is as the clutch is disengaged signal value to the ICE controller is reduced proportionally to pedal input while signal value to the EMG is increased proportionally to pedal input. This allows the driver to intuitively adjust for the changing torque inputs to the drive train without loss of momentum or over-revving of the ICE. An RPM detection algorithm can also be employed with detects increase in ICE rpm that is not responsive to pedal input, thus indicating that the clutch is disengaged an signaling immediate deactivation of the ICE.

To provide a specific example, if the driver depresses accelerator pedal 602 such that it is within the ACCEL range, for example, the value of signal 312_S_ICE sent to the ICE is proportional to the position of pedal 602 within the ACCEL pedal range divided by 10. Still more particularly, for the pedal ranges described herein above, if pedal 602 is depressed to about 60% of its full range, for example, this is about 20% of the ACCEL range, so the value of signal 312_S_ICE that controller 312 generates and sends to the ICE is 20% / 10 = 2%.

On the other hand, the value of signal 312_S_ET sent to the ET is proportional to the basic pedal position signal, as previously pointed out. Thus, for the example given in which pedal 602 is depressed to about 60% of its full range, which is about 20% of the ACCEL range, the value of signal 312_S_ET that controller 312 responsively generates and sends to the ETMG thus demands 20% of the ETMG motor torque propelling the vehicle.

In another example, in ET mode 806, if pedal 602 is depressed to about 16% of its full range, which is about 50% of the REGEN range, the value of signal 312_S_ET that controller 312 responsively generates and sends to the ETMG thus demands 50% of the ETMG generator torque recharging the
propulsion battery. However, all this regeneration torque must come from the momentum of the vehicle, or else there is actually no torque available to regenerate. Note that the signal 312_S_ICE that controller 312 generates and sends to the ICE is 0% for any position of pedal 602 within the REGEN and DEADBAND ranges.

Shifting gears in ET mode

Once in ET mode 806, the driver may accelerate and manually shift gears of the manual transmission gear box. As previously mentioned, the driver will depress button 622 to signal controller 312 that he/she is about to shift gears. Responsive to receiving this signal, controller 312 switches to GEAR SHIFT ET state 818, which corresponds to the pedal response mode of the same name in the Mode Table.

With reference to the GEAR SHIFT ET mode in the Mode Table, it may be seen that the value of 312_S_ET that controller 312 communicates to the ETMG in GEAR SHIFT ET state 818 is proportional to the basic pedal position signal divided by 4 if the pedal is within the ACCEL range, and proportional to the basic pedal position signal divided by 16 if the pedal is within the REGEN range. This is for reasons described herein regarding GEAR SHIFT SYNCHRO mode 822.

It should also be noted that in GEAR SHIFT ET mode 818 controller 312 communicates a value of signal 312_S_ICE to the ICE that is proportional to the basic pedal position signal within the ACCEL range / 10. This signal has no effect in ET mode.

Controller 312 is configured in this fashion regarding the 312_S_ET signal for two reasons. First, if pedal 602 is in the ACCEL range and thereby demanding propulsion torque from the ETMG (motoring), once the gear box gears are shifted to neutral the ETMG will be unloaded by the transmission. The ETMG would tend to spin up the ETMG quickly to a high speed responsive to the torque demand signal 312_S_ET if the signal were not attenuated. Second, if pedal 602 is in the REGEN range and thereby demanding generation torque from the ETMG (generating), the ETMG would tend to quickly slow down the transmission input once the transmission input is disconnected from the transmission output by shifting the gearbox gears to neutral. Either tendency would have the effect of making it difficult to place the transmission in the next
desired gear. This, again, would be caused by the ETMG's much more rapid response to the not-attenuated torque demand signal \( Z_{10 \_S \_ET} \) than would be typical of a diesel engine. This, again, would be caused by the ETMG's much more rapid response to the not-attenuated torque demand signal \( Z_{10 \_S \_ET} \) than would be typical of a diesel engine.

Thus, to provide a specific example, if the driver depresses accelerator pedal 602 such that it is at 20% of the ACCEL range, for example, the value of signal \( 312 \_S \_ET \) that controller 312 generates and sends to the ETMG is \( 20\% / 4 = 5\% \), thus demanding 5% of the ETMG motor torque to propel the vehicle and the value of signal \( 312 \_S \_ICE \) that controller 312 generates and sends to the ICE demanding \( 20\% / 10 = 2\% \) of the ICE torque to propel the vehicle (if the ICE ignition has not yet been disabled, per FIG. 7, 716, as previously discussed).

And if the driver depresses accelerator pedal 602 such that it is at 20% of the REGEN range, for example, the value of signal \( 312 \_S \_ET \) that controller 312 generates and sends to the ETMG is \( 20\% / 16 = 1.25\% \), thus demanding 1.25% of the ETMG generator torque to slow the ETMG spin rate during the time the transmission is between gears.

Releasing the gear shift button 622 ends the GEAR SHIFT ET state. Once the driver has place the shifter in the next gear position he/she releases the button on the gearshift to make available the full torque or regen available from the EMG according the signal values in the basic pedal position to propel or slow the truck.

In another embodiment of the invention, in GEAR SHIFT ET state 818 controller 312 communicates a slight regen signal to the EMG. This signal causes the EMG to slightly slow the ET drive system to imitate the slight slowing that an ICE will exhibit during shifting. (It should be noted that the slight regen signal will also compensate for the greater mass of the PXU with would tend to carry more inertia than the spur gear normally would. This slight regen effectively electronically subtracts the extra inertia.)

Responsive to the system determining that it is appropriate to switch from ET mode 806 to ICE mode 814, controller 312 first switches the vehicle to SYNCHRO operating mode 810 (via controller 312 coupled devices) responsive to conditions described in FIG. 7, block 752. This mode is of short duration. SYNCHRO operating mode 810 in FIG. 8 corresponds to the pedal response
mode of the same name in the above table. In SYNCHRO mode 810, controller 312 sends signal 312_S_ICE to ICE independent of position pedal 602. The signal 312_S_ICE communicates a predetermined demand that causes the ICE to rev up to a speed, such as 1200 RPM, that is appropriate for matching the rotational speed of the transmission input shaft, so that the manual transmission gearbox gears can mesh without clashing. Also, for the short while that SYNCHRO mode lasts, controller 312 continues to generate signal 312_S_ET and send it to the ETMG in the same manner as in ET mode 806. This is in order to avoid a loss of torque for propelling the vehicle during the transition until such time as controller 312 determines that the ICE has sufficiently taken over.

SYNCHRO mode 810 ends by controller 312 entering a BLEND pedal response mode, which corresponds to FIG. 7, block 764, in which controller 312 blends the predetermined demand component of 312_S_ICE signal with a component generated relative to pedal input. That is, during a short predetermined time interval of a few seconds, controller gradually decreases the predetermined demand component while gradually increasing the component generated responsive to pedal position. In this manner a smooth transition from EMG propulsion to ICE propulsion is achieved without over-revving the engine or causing an under revved engine to cause slowing of the vehicle or excessive stress to the OEM clutch.

Shifting gears in SYNCHRO mode

It is possible, however unlikely, that during the short time when in the SYNCHRO mode the driver may be shifting gears. If this occurs, then responsive to the receiving the signal from button 622, controller 312 switches to GEAR SHIFT synchro mode 822, which corresponds to the pedal response mode of the same name in the Mode Table. With reference to the GEAR SHIFT synchro mode in the Mode Table, it may be seen that in this mode 822, controller 312 automatically generates signal 312_S_ICE in the same manner as described above regarding SYNCHRO mode 810, and automatically generates signal 312_S_ET in the same manner as described above regarding GEAR SHIFT ET mode 806. This is so that inputs from synchro mode do not cause
over reaction by either the ICE or EMG which could result in waste of energy or fuel, damage to either system, or difficulty in shifting.

Switching to ICE mode

Once the conditions for ICE state 814 have been established, as described leading up to block 772 in FIG. 7 (which corresponds to ICE state 814), controller 312 switches the vehicle from SYNCHRO operating mode 810 to ICE mode 814 (via controller 312 coupled devices), which corresponds to the set of pedal response modes labeled REGEN quickly, REGEN efficiently, REGEN only off pedal, and BOOST in the Mode Table. When in ICE mode 814, controller 312 selects one of these pedal response modes responsive to battery state of charge. See Mode Table herein for a description of operation in each of the REGEN quickly, REGEN efficiently, REGEN only off pedal, and BOOST pedal response modes.

Switching gears in ICE mode

When in ICE mode 814, controller switches to GEAR SHIFT ICE mode 826 responsive to driver actuation of button 622 and switches out of mode 826 and back to ICE mode 814 responsive to release of button 622. Operation in GEAR SHIFT ICE mode 826 is similar to that described in GEAR SHIFT ET mode 818 except as indicated in the MODE TABLE herein.

Substitute electric-only AC compressor, power steering pump, and air compressor for brakes

According to an embodiment of the present invention, the ET system addresses conventional auxiliary equipment that is necessary for operation of the vehicle and for driver comfort (air conditioning compressor, power steering pump, air compressor for brakes). An arrangement for this has been disclosed in one or more of the above cited, related applications. In another arrangement, according to an embodiment of the present invention, drivers powered by the ICE for these subsystems are replaced with electrical drivers having improved efficiency. They are powered by the same battery that provides propulsion in the ET mode. These drivers are turned on and off, as needed, but operate at times both when the ICE is on and when the ETMG is motoring.
Regarding the A/C system in particular, OEM AC compressors are massive, belt driven, and inefficient. Further energy losses are present even when the AC compressor is not running, as the ICE still spins the pulley via the belt. Research for the present invention indicates that converting to an electric-driven AC compressor results in substantial fuel savings both in ET and ICE modes. Likewise, conventional ICE-driven power steering fluid pump and brake air compressor pump shaft both spin and bypass fluid/air even during periods of no demand, resulting in continuous loss of energy from the system. According to an embodiment of the present invention, all of these auxiliary system drivers are removed from the OEM configuration and replaced by high-efficiency electrical drivers, which saves ICE power. The replacement electrical drivers are powered by a controller supplied from the ET propulsion battery and is capable of independently controlling each driver to ensure it is powered only when needed for operation according to its purpose.

Type of electric drivers and type of driven devices

Research and testing for the present invention has involved optimizing, or at least more nearly optimizing, how to most efficiently capture energy from the ICE, store it, and then re-use it for propulsion. Accordingly, attention has been directed, as described above, to replacing auxiliary drivers with electric-only drivers. In addition, attention has also been directed to the type of electric-only drivers and the type of auxiliary devices that are driven. In HDV's 12V systems are the norm, for a variety of reasons, including initial cost. A few manufacturers use 24 vdc for starting, but the rest of the system is 12vdc.

However, the electric-only auxiliary drivers in an embodiment of the present invention are 240V devices, which are more efficient than conventional 12V drivers. Further, in an embodiment of the present invention the AC compressor itself has been replaced with a scroll-type compressor, which has higher efficiency.

Alternator

The conventional 12V battery-recharging-alternator also draws some energy from the ICE even when the 12V battery is at full charge. According to an embodiment of the present invention, the conventional alternator is likewise
removed. Correspondingly, in an embodiment of the present invention, the ET IMG is used to charge the conventional 12V battery via the ET system controller, which is also contrary to intuition for the same reason explained herein above. Since the 12V alternator is removed, the ET system controller includes a 12V power supply fed by the ET system battery and the ET system ET IMG, where the 12V power supply is tasked with keeping the conventional 12V truck batteries charged for use in operation of the remaining 12V systems of the vehicle.

10 Power steering

According to an embodiment of the present invention, a sensor is included and configured to detect steering wheel or steering linkage movement or position. In one aspect of the present invention, the sensor causes the power steering pump driver to be energized responsive to the sensor detecting movement in the wheel or linkage. In another aspect, a control circuit receives the sensor input and the control circuit causes the power steering pump driver to be de-energized responsive to a predetermined time interval during which the sensor detects no movement in the steering wheel or linkage. In another aspect, the control circuit also receives a signal indicating the vehicle speed and the control of the energizing and de-energizing of the power steering pump responsive to movement or no movement, as just described, is further responsive to the control circuit detecting that the vehicle is traveling at a speed below a predetermined limit, which includes not traveling at all. In another aspect, the sensor detects whether the steering linkage is or is not steering the vehicle straight ahead (or within a predetermined range near straight ahead), such that the detected movement is a movement indicating that the vehicle steering is changing from a first position substantially straight ahead to a second position not substantially straight ahead, or from the second position to the first. Accordingly, in one embodiment of the invention the control circuit is configured to cause the power steering pump driver to be de-energized responsive to a predetermined time interval during which the sensor detects the steering position remains substantially straight ahead, i.e., straight ahead or within a predetermined range on either side of straight ahead. With such an
arrangement, energy used to drive a conventional power steering pump is reduced.

In an embodiment of the invention, the ICE pulley driven power steering fluid pump is removed or bypassed completely. The electric driven power steering fluid pump is activated by motion of the steering wheel, measured by a mechanical gear attached to the steering column. When the controller senses that the steering wheel position is different from the average steering wheel position over the last second, the controller turns on the power steering pump. If the position doesn’t change or if the steering position is straight, the controller starts counting and turns the pump off the count reaches 2.5 seconds.

Air pressure

For air pressure, the controller receives a signal from a pressure transducer and turns on the air compressor whenever needed. Alternatively, the controller receives input from a high pressure switch and a low pressure switch, and turns on the compressor until the pressure is high, then turns off the compressor until the pressure is low. DOT requires that a certain minimum air pressure is maintained in a tank and that the control system must be able to replace it within a fixed time frame should it fall below that minimum level.

In an embodiment of the invention the controller monitors and decides based on energy efficiency whether to run a fixed lower speed or quick charge the brake air system. In an embodiment of the invention, the controller makes decisions based on energy charge, tank pressure, etc, and optimizes all choices to maximize energy usage.

It should be appreciated from the foregoing that according to an embodiment of the invention an electric traction system as described herein is retrofitted to a vehicle such as a class 8 HDV. The retrofit system provides adequate drive time and drive performance for a predetermined day truck drive cycle by matching i) PXU, ET motor/generator and transmission gearing, ii) ET motor/generator speed/torque characteristic, and iii) battery characteristic to deliver torque to mechanical drive train in ET mode within predetermined speed and torque limits for the ETMG, PXU and transmission, while also providing recharge of battery in ICE mode responsive to predetermined features of the
drive cycle and within speed and torque limits of the PXU and transmission and speed, torque and current limits of the ETMG and battery system.

That is, the system specifically has a combination of gear ratios, ETMG torque, etc. that satisfies predetermined torque and speed constraints within predetermined drive cycle constraints, i.e., predetermined patterns of speeds and time intervals, wherein the system has a battery of sufficient capacity to yield a predetermined drive time and speed pattern, and the ETMG (as generator) can recharge the battery within predetermined recharge opportunities defined in the time and speed drive cycle. That is, the battery has sufficient current and ampere-hour capacity to yield a predetermined drive time within the predetermined drive cycle where the ETMG (as generator) can recharge the battery within predetermined recharge opportunities defined in the drive cycle.

Relative to the size and weight of a class 8 HDV, a relatively small electric ETMG propels the vehicle via a PTO port that is designed for a different purpose. While the ETMG is relatively small in terms of what is needed to move the truck in all circumstances, e.g., above certain speeds, the ETMG has operating characteristics that exceed the limits of a conventional PTO that is ordinarily coupled to a transfer gear of the conventional transmission through a PTO port. That is, the ETMG must have the capacity to drive or be driven at higher torques and speeds in certain situations than a conventional PTO can withstand. Accordingly, a PXU having a combination of both a high torque rating and a high speed rating is included in an embodiment of the present invention. Moreover, conventional PTO's do not have a sufficiently high gear ratio to enable the present invention. Accordingly, the PXU not only has a high speed and torque rating, but also has a higher gear ratio. Further, the recharge current/voltage delivered by the ETMG in generator mode (ET mode) must also be switched off or at least reduced in connection with manual shifting.

Referring now to FIG. 9, it should also be understood that the invention may include a method of retrofitting a vehicle. In an embodiment of the invention, this includes installing 902 a power exchange unit (PXU) coupled to an existing manual transmission of the vehicle via a PTO port; installing 904 an electric motor generator coupled to the PXU; installing 906 a battery electrically coupled to the motor generator for supplying power to propel the vehicle; and installing 908 a control unit coupled to the motor generator and the battery and
configured to switch operation of the vehicle between first and second modes, wherein in the first mode an internal combustion engine of the vehicle propels the vehicle, and in the second mode the motor generator propels the vehicle in a motoring mode. Installing 908 the control unit may include configuring the control unit as described herein.

To reiterate, the embodiments were chosen and described in order to best explain the principles of the invention, the practical application, and to enable others of ordinary skill in the art to understand the invention. Various other embodiments having various modifications may be suited to a particular use contemplated, but may be within the scope of the present invention.

Unless clearly and explicitly stated, the claims that follow are not intended to imply any particular sequence of actions. The inclusion of labels, such as a), b), c) etc., for portions of the claims does not, by itself, imply any particular sequence, but rather is merely to facilitate reference to the portions.
What is claimed is:

1. A method of retrofitting a vehicle comprising:

5. installing a power exchange unit (PXU) coupled to an existing manual transmission of the vehicle via a PTO port;

installing an electric motor generator coupled to the PXU;

10. installing a battery electrically coupled to the motor generator for supplying power to propel the vehicle;

installing a control unit coupled to the motor generator and the battery and configured to switch operation of the vehicle between first and second modes,

15. wherein in the first mode an internal combustion engine of the vehicle propels the vehicle, and in the second mode the motor generator propels the vehicle in a motoring mode.
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